The Prudence of Procurement
Policies and Procedures
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We get it – you’re fully committed to delivering on your mission
(and somehow while staying on budget.) You just need the
products and services available to you to help you get the job
done - without hassle - and go home at a reasonable hour. The
difficulty is that change takes time and an organization’s ability
to execute year-after-year is influenced by forces outside of it’s
core competencies and specialized knowledge. These external
or secondary considerations, such as expertly-managed spending, can actually help your organization reach its primary goals
- making them worthy of renewed focus and attention.
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Reviewing purchasing behaviour can lead to many positive outcomes. At a minimum, how your organization manages your
supplier selection and management is something you should
consider as an indicator (and enabler) of good governance.
One area that we regularly find is a gap within many non-profits,
is the use of good procurement process and supporting policies. This paper will discuss important reasons for examining
these areas and why going without is no longer a viable option.
Next: Five Reasons Why You Need Procurement Policies
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Five Reasons Why You Need Procurement Policies
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TO DEFEN D A
DECI S I O N

Nonprofit and charitable organizations
are well aware of the attention paid to
how funds are spent. Board of Directors,
Funders and Donors, auditors and the
general public all care about how money
is spent which extends to caring about
how the suppliers hired by a nonprofit
were selected. Establishing (and enforcing) good procurement policy - based on
best practices - gives nonprofit leaders
the confidence to defend the decisions
they have made regarding spending.
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2

TO EN SURE
QUALIT Y

Many different roles and responsibilities
are required in order for a nonprofit to
properly operate and deliver on its social
mission. This results in many different
perspectives on what resources are
needed to do so efficiently and effectively. It’s impossible for a single person or
unit alone to decide what’s best. Good
purchase decisions require input from
different stakeholders. Establishing good
policy to orchestrate this input can increase decision quality and reduce risk.
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TO PROTECT
REPUTAT I O N

The expectations (and need) for fair
and transparent selection processes
are greater than ever. Donors, funders,
government and the general public are
unforgiving when it comes to scandals
and corruption - real or perceived. How
nonprofits select and manage suppliers
can impact their public reputation and
credibility. Having proper polices in place
guides staff on how best to steward
supplier relationships and uphold
a professional code of conduct.
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TO OPER ATE
EFFI CIENTLY

TO E XPAN D
YOUR NE T WORK

Finance professionals within your organization can support
program staff on large or complex projects. These projects
usually involve highly specialized activities such as researching
suppliers, developing documents, creating evaluation tools and
writing contracts that most staff rarely (if ever) perform. It’s more
efficient for the same few individuals to manage this work across
all projects - their expertise will add incremental value. Policiesdefine how and when to engage these “procurement leaders”.

Establishing procedures and supplier evaluation processes help
a nonprofit organization ensure that proposed solutions will meet
its needs, principles and standards. These processes can help
the organization “cast it’s net” further to discover alternative and
possibly more appropriate opportunities for partnership. At the
very least, gaining knowledge and understanding can increase
confidence that existing suppliers are the best choice.

Procurement policy and procedure is an area of perpetual opportunity
for non-profit organizations in Canada. Evaluating - and challenging
- how your organization selects and manages suppliers and service
providers today is the first step toward best-in-class governance.
Find out how Round Table can help on the next page >>>>
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We can help you define your policies and more
Process Improvement

Preferred Supplier Program

Investments made today should benefit your organization for years to come. This includes the investment of time spent evaluating and establishing procurement policies - they should be designed to last!

The Preferred Supplier Program allows nonprofits
to take advantage of special high-value purchase
agreements (deals!) on an ever-increasing list of
products and services from reputable providers.
This service is great news for small and medium
nonprofits and is completely free. Become a
member today: http://rtps.ca/signup.php

Our approach identifies and implements changes
and ensures that benefits have staying power beyond the life of a single cost-saving project.
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About Round Table

We go beyond traditional
practices to get great results.
Most procurement professionals are very good
at the core purchasing skills but, our experience
has led us to broaden our approach to achieve
maximum benefits for our clients.

We save organizations time,
money and headache.

D AV I D R O U R K E
P R I N C I PA L

Address									
243 North Service Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada
Phone number 					1-877-742-9776			
Email 										info@rtps.ca
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D U A N E D O N N E L LY
P R I N C I PA L

Professional procurement is about understanding
what is needed and how best to get it. By focusing
on procurement, Round Table can offer nonprofit
organizations the expertise needed to increase
benefits and reduce risk associated with spending
money.

We offer practical solutions
for nonprofits of all sizes.

Round Table achieves cost savings, quality improvement and operational efficiencies by offering a
spectrum of practical procurement solutions.
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Whitepapers
by
Round Table
Procurement
Services
Have a topic you’d like us to
cover in future publications?
Let us know! info@rtps.ca
For more Best Practices...
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The Prudence of Procurement Policies and Procedures
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How Procurement Fuels your Nonprofit’s Performance
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Sole Sourcing: When You Should (and Shouldn’t) Do So.
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RFPs: When NOT to use them
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